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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to analyze the cognitive (learning level) and affective (volunteering to study together, attitude towards the teacher and the lesson) changes which are caused by the differential classroom environment designed for the poetry subject in a Turkish lesson of the 6th grade in elementary education. Theory testing technique of case study which takes place in qualitative research was applied in this research. This research was implemented on 22 students who attended sixth grade in a private school in Istanbul. Differentiated teaching design, which was prepared by using station and interest center strategies, was exercised in the subject of poetry in a Turkish lesson for two teaching periods. Data which were obtained via in a depth individual interview with the teacher, focus group interviews with five students, and direct observations were analyzed with structured reporting method. According to the findings, differentiated teaching has a positive impact on children’s learning. In addition, it increases the interests of children towards the lesson, help them develop friendship relationships, and augments mutual aid behaviors.
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Preference of only a single teaching method by ignoring the differences of student traits in educational experiences which are realized in class environments results in failure of a great number of students. This case which prevents people from reaching their potentials drew the attention of authorities who were concerned with the learner. According to Tomlinson (2007), one way for the solution of problems which stem from the use of just one teaching method is the implementation of differentiated instruction which presents different learning ways for the students having different features. Differentiated instruction is a learning experience in which various methods are applied for students to discover the content of the program; activities and processes are regulated for students’ significant learning and attaining their own knowledge and skills; and students can make their choices in order to display the things which they learn (Tomlinson, 1995a). Gregory and Chapman (2002) define differentiated instruction as a philosophy rather than an instrument which allows teachers to make plans which will be able to meet the individual needs of different students in the class. This philosophy is based on the meeting of each student’s needs. Even though differentiated instruction was proposed about ten years ago, it is not new in terms of practical exercise and theoretical basis. In our country, unified class exercise is a practically significant example of differentiated instruction. Theoretical basis of differentiated instruction is based on cognitive learning theory and on the results of research which were conducted upon student development (McTighe, & Brown, 2005).

At the present time, differentiated instruction is based on the studies of Tomlinson. Tomlinson (2000) compiles the principles of differentiated instruction as follows: (i) The students who are in the same age groups are fairly different from one another in terms of their past experiences and preparedness. (ii) These differences have crucial influences particularly on the content and educational process. (iii) The teacher supports students while they accomplish responsibilities which are beyond of their abilities increases the success of students. (iv) School learning of the students augments more when the subjects who are learnt are associated with the real life. (v) Learning of the students becomes higher when they are provided with authentic learning opportunities. (vi) When students feel that they are trusted and appreciated at schools, their learning increases more. (vii) Noticing and supporting the abilities of each student ensure going above the school targets.
In the class environment where differentiated instruction is exercised, the teacher stresses the main points of subjects rather than their details, accepts the differences of students and expects them to behave as they are, evaluates the students in the learning process, makes alterations in content, process, and product in accordance with the features of students, prepares appropriate learning environments for students since the responsibility in learning belongs to the student, and lastly defines different learning ways for the students who have different features (Tomlinson, 2007).

In order to prepare a differentiated class environment, Tomlinson (1995b, 1999) suggests pre-learning of students to be determined, and then a teaching program to be designed. Different learning ways are determined by means of various strategies by considering foreknowledge, learning styles and features of students such as multiple intelligences. The teacher may use different techniques such as marking with the finger, making fist and facing with reality while evaluating the process, as well. In addition, the teacher differentiates his or her expectations from students and sets them free regarding individual or group studies.

In this research, thumb it as process evaluation technique, making fist (thumb it is a self-evaluation technique which is based on fivefold collocation and which is made by benefiting from fingers of a hand) was applied; and as process design strategy, station and interest centers technique was used (Stations are the centers where students can accomplish various learning activities simultaneously. Even though centers resemble stations in that both of them exist in the same environment, they are aimed at teaching the similar subjects via different ways in the centers) (Tomlinson, 1999, 2007).

In the conducted research, findings displaying that student motivation, attendance in the lessons, learning level, interest for learning, and achievement increase in the class environments where differentiated instruction is exercised were found (Baumgartner et al., 2003; Fahey, 2000; Lewis, & Batt, 2005; Tieso, 2005).

An approach putting the students at the center of teaching has been displayed since the change which was made in the primary education program of our country in 2005. The new program is based on constructivism and multiple intelligence (Talim ve Terbiye Kurulu Başkanlığı [TTKB], 2008). In teachings which are based on both of these approaches, the teacher is adirector and students are responsible for their
own learning. Educational process is regulated in accordance with the interest and needs of the students, and the student is enabled to be active in the process. Learning process is taken into account in the evaluation. In addition, the student must be set free in the products which are expected from him or her (Demirel et al., 2006; Yurdakul, 2005). Accordingly, differentiated instruction holds importance in terms of being suitable for the philosophy of the new primary education program and presenting various alternatives to the teachers who serve their time in primary education stage. From this point of view, it is thought that results which will be obtained will provide beneficial knowledge for teachers and academicians who work in this field.

The purpose of this research is to analyze the cognitive (learning level) and affective (volunteering to study together, attitude towards the teacher and the lesson) changes of the students, which are caused by the differential classroom environment designed for the poetry subject in a Turkish lesson of the 6th grade in the elementary education. In this research, the hypothesis that “differentiated education will have a positive effect on the cognitive and affective behaviors of the students”, which was introduced in accordance with the theory testing method of the case method, was tested.

**Method**

**Research Model**

In this research, “theory testing technique” (Bassey, 1999) of “case study” method which is one of the qualitative research methods was used. Case study method is “the in depth examination of the phenomenon when it takes place and in the real life state” (Yin, 1994 cited in Tellis, 1997; Stake, 1995 cited in Bassey, 1999, p. 26). According to Yin (1994), case study method “allows exercise of many data collection instruments such as interview, observation, archive review and diary which are necessary for hypotheses to be tested.” (Cited in Tellis, 1997). According to Bassey (1999, pp. 63–64), there are theory testing, theory exploration, storytelling, drawing pictures, and evaluation techniques within the scope of case study method.
The Research Group

This research was implemented on the students who attended 6B class in a private school in Istanbul. The research school was preferred as two of the researchers worked therein. 6B was preferred since the Turkish teacher who agreed to take part in the research was teaching this class. 22 students took part in the research, and nine of them were males while 13 of them were females.

Data Collection Instruments

In this research, multiple data collection instruments were used. According to Yıldırım and Şimşek (2000), gathering data from various resources enables the researchers to make different comments.

The Gregoric Learning Styles Inventory: For determination of students’ learning styles, a learning styles inventory which was developed by Gregoric and adapted to Turkish by Ekici (2002) was used. This inventory is in fivefold Likert type, and has four sub-dimensions. The internal consistency coefficients determined by Cronbach Alfa were identified as .72, .73, .69 and .81 for concrete consecutive, concrete random, abstract consecutive and abstract random, respectively. This inventory was selected as it was suggested for determining the personal differences of the students in the differentiated education applications (Gregory, & Chapman, 2002).

The Multiple Intelligence Scale: Multiple intelligence scale which was developed by Seber (2001) was used in order to determine the multiple intelligence areas of children. There are 64 questions (eight questions for each area) to determine eight intelligence areas in the scale. The content validity of the scale was studied by consulting an expert. According to the results of the factor analysis conducted with 380 students in order to determine the structure validity, the scale items were classified in eight sub-dimensions. According to the results obtained with the test reliability, the reliability coefficients of the scale are .86, .97, .85, .95, .95, .77, .92 and .96 for verbal, mathematical, visual, physical, musical, social, internal and natural intelligence types, respectively. This scale was administered with the aim of collecting data so as to form interest centers in accordance with multiple intelligence areas of the students and to differentiate student groups.
Form for Determining Past Learning Experiences of the Students: Past learning experiences of children were studied in order to determine beginning level of poetry subject and to form source for the process of constituting learning state. The program was developed by the researchers by taking the opinions of developmental area experts. There are three questions in the form. The form was answered by the Turkish (lesson) teacher of 6-B class and guidance counselor.

Self-Structured Observation Form: It was aimed to determine the behaviors of teachers and students in the implementation processes of the method via observation form which consisted of 19 target questions which were prepared by the researchers.

Self-Structured Student Interview Form: Nine target questions were prepared by the researchers with the aim of taking students’ opinions with regards to the station studies of differentiated instruction method.

Self-Structured Teacher Interview Form: This form consisted of ten target questions which were prepared by the researchers with the aim of taking lesson teachers’ opinions with regards to station studies of differentiated instruction method.

Instructional Design

Instructional design was constituted with common study of the researchers and Turkish (lesson) teacher.

The education was designed for the poetry subject in the Turkish lesson of the 6th grade in elementary education. The poetry subject is composed of the subtitles such as pause, liaison, rhyme, syllabic meter and re-dif (repeated words or syllables with the same meaning). Three teaching periods (each period lasts for 40 minutes) were determined as the duration. Lesson subject and acquisitions were taken exactly as determined by the Ministry of Education.

For the first period, a teaching program in which the teacher would be active was constituted. PowerPoint presentation materiel was prepared by the teacher of lesson for this teaching period. As for the other part of two periods, station and interest centre strategies were implemented within the scope of differentiated education design. The station was accepted as primary strategy, and interest centers were formed for students fulfilling their stations to be able to make different studies on the
same subject in accordance with their own interest areas. In the station strategy, five stations in which there were activities regarding education of the subject of poetry were established. Stations were regulated from one to five according to the difficulty degree. Four interest centers were constituted in accordance with interest center strategy. The first one is the review of poetry pages from the Internet; the second one is the step by step realization of a presentation regarding content and form in the poetry; the third one is the examination of examples by scanning sources related to the poetry from the library; and the last one is listening poetry from a poetry cassette.

**Administration of Data Collection Instruments**

Data collection instruments were administered in three stages which were antecedent implementation, research implementation and terminal implementation in accordance with their implementation times.

*Antecedent Implementation*: In this stage, the Gregoric Learning Styles Inventory and Multiple Intelligence Scale had been implemented three weeks before the research began with the aim of determining students’ features in order to constitute teaching design study and learning groups.

Form for determining past learning experiences of the students had been implemented by the researchers by a face to face interview with the Turkish (lesson) teacher and guidance counselor three weeks before the research began. The lesson teacher had been given given information by the researchers about station and interest center strategies two weeks before starting the implementation of instructional design. Moreover, the researchers displayed examples from publications regarding this subject. The teacher had informed the whole class in detail about strategies one week before the implementation.

*Research Implementation*: Before beginning the implementation of station and interest center strategies, the teacher had made a presentation to the class with power-point presentation material related to the subject of poetry for a teaching period by using the method of direct speech. After this study, the levels of the students had been determined by applying making thumb it method for individual evaluation. Then, the teacher informed the students about the stations at which they would begin. Activities were completed in two teaching periods (40+40).
In station and interest center implementations, the teacher and students were observed by observers both of whom were program development experts via direct observation method, and the observation results were recorded.

*Terminal Implementation:* In this process, an in depth individual interview was conducted with the teacher, and a focus group interview was conducted with the students. Five students who had different features in terms of lesson success, attendance in group process, and gratification from the implementation were chosen by the teacher for focus group interview. The focus group interview was preferred to gather more information, in a short time (Kruger, 1994 and Morgan, 1988 cited in Nassar-McMillan, & Borders, 2002). The interview made by the researcher lasted for 45 minutes and the speeches were recorded by the courtesy of the students. The in depth interview which was conducted with the teacher lasted for 20 minutes, and speeches were recorded.

**Data Analysis**

Sound recordings which were obtained from the interviews with the teacher and students were analyzed and put into writing. As for the observer notes, they were arranged and transferred to the computer environment. Structured reporting technique was used in analysis of interview and observation data. Themes were constituted by depending on interview and observation notes.

**Results**

The findings which were obtained from student and teacher opinions and observer notes for the hypothesis of “differentiated instruction has a positive influence on the students” were presented below.

**The Influence of Differentiated Instruction on Students’ Learning**

It is understood from the student and teacher opinions that differentiated instruction has a positive influence on students’ learning. The following expressions of the students can be considered as indicators of the fact that they learnt the subject: “I have become better at lessons after the station study;” “In my opinion, this study is the most efficient one. I
have gained also the reinforcement opportunity;” or “Now, I know how
to make rhyme order;” “I believe that I can recite the subject of poetry.”
Students consider themselves in the capacity of reciting the subject in-
dicates that learning was realized at the highest level. It is possible to
see the reason of the fact that students learnt the subject better via dif-
ferentiated instruction in their own expressions. As it can be understo-
ud from the expression of “I have already learnt more knowledge than
my friends,” students’ reciting the subject to one another in this process
is the first one of the reasons which increases the learning. Another rea-
son is the fact that the problem of not comprehending the subject be-
cause of students’ making noise and cracking jokes in the whole group
education is not encountered in this study. It is because of the fact that
the noise made by the other groups did not prevent the learning of any
group in this implementation. The following expressions are the opi-
nions which prove that the students are infl uenced by the noise in the
class negatively: “When the teacher explains… I cannot focus my atten-
tion, since there are some friends of mine with me, and one of my friends
clacks jokes and speaks too much;” “I could not learn anything in this
subject as they (classmates) were cracking jokes while power-point pre-
sentation was being made.” The last one of that implementation’s reasons
which augments learning is that students correct the errors of one anot-
her in their own group instantly. The expression of “my friends corrected
the points which I misunderstood.” can be regarded as an evidence of it.

The opinion of the teacher also implies that this implementation has
positive infl uences on the learning of the students. The teacher consi-
ders all students’ writing poetries appropriate to their rules as a criterion
of their learning the subject of the poetry. Another point which is un-
derstood from the teacher opinion is that self-reliance of the students
regarding writing poetry increases at the end of the process.

Interactions within the Class

This implementation led to the development of new friendship relati-
onships and increased existing relationships among the students. In ad-
dition, the skills of lending help and taking help developed among stu-
dents. The following expressions can be regarded as indicators of mutu-
al aid: “Sometimes, he helped me;” and “We benefitted from each other
very much in this study.” The following ones may be considered as po-
inters of the developing friendship relationships: “I learnt about his features which I did not know previously;” “I made sincere friends.” and “I became acquainted with many of my friends closely.” Teacher opinion and observer notes also support that there is a development in mutual aid and friendship relationships among the students.

**Teacher Guidance**

In this study, the teacher performed his/her guidance task in accordance with differentiated instruction. It is understood from the opinions of students and the teacher that the teacher helped constantly to the groups whenever they had difficulty and directed them accordingly. One of the observers made statements which supported teacher and student opinions. Another finding which was mentioned by a student and an observer is that the teacher is very active in the process. The teacher did not complain about it, but it must be taken into consideration that the teacher’s being active so much may lead to tiredness, and thus to abandon the method. Even though class size was small, the teacher became very tired in the process which may be an indicator of the fact that teachers working in crowded classes become more tired during the instruction implementations of differentiated education.

**Opinions of Students and the Teacher Regarding Differentiated Instruction**

Considering student and teacher opinions and observer notes, it is realized that differentiated instruction was found enjoyable by students, and that it was liked more than the whole group education. Students mentioned that learning together with their friends was enjoyable, and that they shared their opinions with others and they learnt some things from their group friends. The following expressions of the students support the opinion which is expressed above: “It was enjoyable, and since I did not do … individually, I gained the opportunity of learning some points from other friends.” and “it was better than the regular lesson, and learning together with my friends was more entertaining.” The teacher also says that students’ interest in the station study is higher than the whole class education. Moreover, the teacher mentions that students perceive the station study as a competition, and so they follow one another, which accelerates the implementation. From the observer reports, it is seen that students liked this implementation very much.
The Problems Encountered in the Process and Suggestions for These Problems

Analyzing the students’ opinions, it is noticed that some problems were encountered in the implementation process. First one of them was that the students became bored during the implementation process. As mentioned by a student, the reason of being bored was the fact that the implementation lasted for a very long time. Another reason may be that the implementation lasted for two teaching periods, and the students made studies in the stations incessantly. Another student mentioned the fact that a lesson which he/she liked was chosen to conduct this implementation as a reason for being bored. Since the Turkish lesson was just one teaching period on the day when the research was conducted, it became necessary to take the period of another lesson.

Second enunciated problem was that the students could not comprehend completely what they would do during the process. That such a problem was encountered even though the teacher explained the implementation to the students may have been resulted from the fact that students either forgot what the teacher had explained to them or did not listen to the teacher while he/she was explaining the points.

Third problem which was stated was nonexistence of materialistic reinforcements in the process. As a feature of station implementation, exterior motivation elements were not given due to the presumption that students would be intrinsically motivated in the process.

The last problem was difficulty and lasting for a long time of the activities in the second station. The teacher also mentioned that there was a false step in the regulation of the activities in the stations and in the sequence of the stations. As a reason of this condition, the teacher mentioned that the structure existing in his/her mind regarding the difficulty and sequence of the activities did not suit the implementation. Observer notes display that the students had difficulty in the second station.

Another problem put forth by the observers (not mentioned by students or the teacher) was the fact that timing was not arranged well. According to the observers, just one group could begin interest centers because of the time problem. It is because of the fact that all of the groups wanted to walk around all of the stations. Therefore, there was no time to begin interest centers.
Discussion and Conclusion

According to the views of the students and teachers, it can be said that differentiated education has a positive effect on students’ learning. While some students stated that they consolidated their knowledge, others stated that they improved their knowledge and learned at such a level that they can even teach other people. Moreover, the teacher said that students could readily write a poem at the end of the application, which was the indicator of a good learning process. Students explained why they learned the subject well with the facts that they cooperated with their friends, there were not any disturbing factors such as noise or jokes during the learning process and their mistakes were instantly corrected by their friends. Although the noise made during the application was higher than the noise made during the whole group education, students did not find it disturbing, which can be considered as an indicator that students completely concentrated on learning. The teacher stated that the reason for the effective learning was the different applications appealing to different learning styles. Therefore, it can be thought that the enriched education environment created by differentiated education, cooperation between the students and the consideration factors which focused on instant correction by the peers and on learning have positive effect on the students’ learning. The result that differentiated education has a positive effect on learning is supported by many research (Baumgartner et al., 2003; Beecher, & Sweeny, 2008; Lewis, & Batts, 2005; Richard, & Omdal, 2007; Tieso, 2005).

The differentiated education applications enabled new friendships to develop between the students and enabled the already existing relationships to be improved, according to the views of the students and the teachers and the observer reports. That the teacher takes the differences such as learning style, multiple intelligences, and learning level into consideration and directs the students to study together and help one another in forming the learning groups can be seen as the factors which encourage them to socialize. In addition, the obligation of doing the group activities together and the freedom of individual communication excepted during the class activities during the 2-hour application might have caused the cooperative behaviors to develop and the friendships between the students to be improved. Students are generally not allowed to communicate one another face to face during the whole education. Moreover, the sequential order of seating is not appropriate for such
a communication. However, in differentiated education in general and the station strategy in particular, the group studies enable communication between students to be improved as they are conducted with face to face communications, they oblige an interaction between the studies and allow the student-student communication (Tomlinson, 1999). As the cooperation and the interaction between the students in this development process and their teachers are of great importance (Senemoğlu, 2007), the use of this strategy at this level of education has vital importance in terms of adopting cooperative and communicative behaviors. According to the views of the teachers and the students and the observer reports, differentiated education was found entertaining and appreciated more than the whole group education by the students. Students enjoyed especially learning together with their friends and learning from their friends in this application. The teacher stated that the students conceived this application as a competition and therefore, the application was enjoyable. The reasons why the students found differentiated education enjoyable except for the reasons stated by the students themselves can be the use of a different strategy in which the students are active, the performance of the application in a different place out of the class, the improved communication between the students during the study, a more independent environment for the students than the whole classroom education. It is a well known fact that attitude towards the course has an encouraging effect on the learning behaviors of the students (Senemoğlu, 2007). Therefore, that the students liked the strategy might have caused them to develop a positive approach to their academic assignments and to increase their interest in the course. Similarly to the findings of this research, in the research carried out by Tieso (2001) and Fahey (2000), it was found that differentiated education applications increased the students’ interests in the course.

Although differentiated education was generally liked by the students, there were some application-oriented problems. The first one was that some students got bored. The reasons why they got bored might be that the application lasted two hours without any break and the students continuously studied in the stations. Therefore, we can deduce that it is necessary to take breaks between the courses even if the students are active during the process. The second problem encountered was that some students did not understand what they should do. In spite of the fact that the teacher explained the application, this might have been arou-
ased from the fact that the students forgot what they were told or they did not listen to the teacher for this problem disappeared after a while when the applications started. In addition, another reason can be that the students did station studies for the first time. Another problem was the lack of the concrete reinforcers in the process. The reinforcers were not ignored by the researchers but it was a conscious choice. Because differentiated education rather focuses on the internal motivation factors such as inner curiosity and learning desire (Tomlinson, 2007). However, it is possible to be flexible to use the external reinforcers which support inner motivation. The last problem was that the activities in the second station were difficult and lasted long. The reason for this problem can be the difficulty of the activities and the inconsistency between the application and the structure related to the order of the activities in the teacher’s mind. The abovementioned problems can be solved as getting experienced in time. For example, in future studies, the time spent in the stations can be balanced, the difficulty of the stations can be regulated and small presents can be given to students who accomplish their duties in the station.

According to the findings obtained in this research which was conducted with the aim of determining the influence of differentiated instruction implementation on students, it can be concluded that differentiated instruction generally, and station and interest center strategies specifically, are appropriate for the teaching of primary education sixth grade lessons. The teacher’s putting away the problems encountered during the implementation will enable implementation to be more effective. Application of differentiated instruction in the class environment will lead interests and study motivations of students for the lesson to increase, students’ academic successes to augment, friendship relationships within the class to develop and mutual aid behaviors to increase. Consequently, it can be said that differentiated instruction could be used by teachers of primary education for teaching the lessons in Turkey.
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